FRIDAY, 16 APRIL 2021
0800PDT/1100EDT/1500UTC
OPENING REMARKS - Mike Wallace (F), Boeing/SETP President

SESSION CHAIRMAN: Steve Crane (AF), Allied Approach Group
Q&A MODERATOR: Andy Litavniks (AF), Bombardier

0810PDT/1110EDT/1510UTC
Developmental Flight Trials of BVR Missile: Lessons Learnt
Wg Cdr M. Dilli Babu, Indian Air Force

0848PDT/1148EDT/1548UTC
Missions at the Merge: Combining Weapon Separation and Mission System Testing for the Small Diameter Bomb
LT Jon Malycke, USN (PAM) and Evan Smith, Dept. of the Navy

0923PDT/1223EDT/1623UTC - BREAK

0933PDT/1233EDT/1633UTC
Creating and Maintaining Experienced Flight Test Aircrew at Textron Aviation
Stuart Rogerson (AF) and Andrew Zachar (AM), Textron Aviation

1011PDT/1311EDT/1711UTC
Limit Cycle Oscillation Testing for the Future-Breaking with “Classical Flutter”
Maj Spencer Bell, USAF and Maj Nathan McCaskey, USAF (M)

1046PDT/1346EDT/1746UTC - LUNCH

1119PDT/1419EDT/1819UTC
Have You Ever Seen a Rhino Jump?: Ski Jump Testing of the Super Hornet
Mike Wallace (F), Boeing and LT Jonathan Williams, USN (M)

1157PDT/1457EDT/1857UTC
Evaluation of Uncertainty in C-17 Airdrop Test Safety Planning
Mark Jones Jr. (AF), Experimental Test Pilot

1232PDT/1532EDT/1932UTC - BREAK

1242PDT/1542EDT/1942UTC
Flight Testing of Hybrid Electric Airplanes
Kamran Akhter and Justin Gillen (M), Ampaire, Inc.

1320PDT/1620EDT/2020UTC
Evaluation of Uncertainty in C-17 Airdrop Test Safety Planning
Mark Jones Jr. (AF), Experimental Test Pilot

Presentation of the SETP Central Section’s Scott R. Foster Award
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